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Today's Technology, for Everyone





Evolve your toilet 

to the next level

Enhance your toilet's cleaning capabilities  

by transforming it into a shower toilet  

or harness the power of technology by turning  

it into a smart toilet.

Enter our Multiclean  range: designed to fit  

into most of our existing toilets with  

remarkable sleekness.

®



Multiclean  is Roca’s best bet to make the smart toilet 

experience more accessible with shower seats.

This hybrid solution can be installed in most of Roca's regular 

toilets transforming their functionalities distinguishing  

them from a regular toilet. After all, enhancing a toilet should  

not mean sacrificing design.

With a focus on aesthetics and user requirements,  

the new Multiclean  M Series is a way to make shower toilets  

or smart toilets available to even more households whatever 

their needs or lifestyle.

With the Multiclean M Series your toilet can become  

something greater.

®

®
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Multiclean M-Series
® 
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Multiclean  M4 / Meridian wall hung toilet / 

PL7 dual flash operating plate in matt white 

®



Multiclean M-Series
® 

Imagine the detail that 

changes it all. The idea  

that turns the everyday  

into something else.

A sleek addition that 

multiplies possibilities.  

A rich layer of technology 

and design to wash,  

dry, and control it all.  

Total simplicity for total 

control over washing  

and drying.

The connected  
toilet experience 

Multiclean  M4
®

The Multiclean  M4 is what you need to turn 

your regular WC into a fully fledged smart  

toilet with IoT connectivity through Roca 

Connect and the mobile app. Enjoy a totally 

configurable smart toilet with: 

The ultimate drying technology: Coanda Effect.

Front and rear wash self cleaning nozzle  

with UV light. 

A better cleaning result for rear wash with 

Airtech technology mixing air in the water.  

Usage data and consumption insights  

on your phone with Roca Connect. 

A dedicated app to control every aspect  

of the experience.

Heated seat versions for the most  

comfortable experience. 

Soft close of cover and seat to avoid harm  

and noise.

Quick release lid for easy cleaning.

®



A simple installation  

with a sleek design. 

Multiclean  M3 is the 

plausible change:  

the opportunity to turn 

a regular toilet into a hot 

water shower toilet and 

bring a new experience  

of comfort and hygiene  

to your bathroom.

®

®

Cleaning in total comfort

Upgrade and enhance your toilet with the 

effectiveness of two nozzles (rear and front),   

each with warm water at 37ºC, a quick release  

seat and cover for easy cleaning, and soft close.  

A simple and seamless way to put comfort  

within your reach. 

Multiclean  M3 / The Gap Round wall hung toilet / 

PL7 dual flash operating plate in matt white /  

Hotels Round toilet roll holder in chrome 

®

Multiclean  M3



Multiclean M-Series
® 

Our simplest solution 

comes with the simplest 

installation. 

The Multiclean  M1 can 

become the hassle-free 

shower toilet for every 

household. 

®

Create a shower toilet  

with a simple installation

Multiclean  M1
®

Turn your existing WC into a shower toilet with 

rear and front washing features with two different 

nozzles. A durable and affordable installation  

that requires no power source, with quick  

release seat and cover and soft close.

Multiclean  M1®



ACCESS
Close-coupled floorstanding

A342236..0

A342239..0

A342237..0

700 mm Wall-hung

A346237..0

Wall-hung

A346236..0

CARMEN
Close-coupled floorstanding

A3420A7..0

Single floorstanding

A3440A9..0

HAPPENING
Single floorstanding

A347567..0

Wall-hung

A346567..0

MERIDIAN
Single floorstanding

A347247..0

A347246..0

Reduced mobility

A34224H..0

560 mm Wall-hung

A346247..0

A34624L..0

Close-coupled floorstanding

A342245..0

DAMA RETRO
Close-coupled floorstanding

A342321..1

A342320..1

ONA
Close-coupled floorstanding

A342687..0

Single floorstanding

A347687..0

Wall-hung

A346687..0

Collection / Reference Multiclean® M4 Multiclean® M3/M1  

Compatibility



Multiclean® M-Series

We understand that solutions like Multiclean® 
M Series must be both aesthetic, practical,  
and easy to install.

Collection / Reference Multiclean® M4 Multiclean® M3/M1  

THE GAP ROUND
Close-coupled floorstanding

A3420N8..0

Single floorstanding

A3470N7..0

A3470N8..0 
Wall-hung

A3460NL..0

THE GAP ROUND D-TRIT
Close-coupled floorstanding

A34T0N2..0

DEBBA ROUND
Close-coupled floorstanding

A34299P..0

A34299J..0

A34299K..0

Wall-hung

A346998..0

GIRALDA
Close-coupled floorstanding

A342464..0

A342463..0

VICTORIA
Close-coupled floorstanding

A342394..0

A342395..0

A34239S..0

Single floorstanding

A344398..0

A344397..0

Wall-hung

A346303..S

So, our team of designers and engineers went  
the extra mile to guarantee that the new 
Multiclean® range fits into most of the Roca  
toilet range.  

Multiclean® M-Series



Technical 

Information



Multiclean  M4 Multiclean  M3

Multiclean  M4 Multiclean  M1

® ®

® ®

MeasurementsMeasurements

Functionalities

A804054001 A804052001

A804054S01 A80405200H

Heated Seat

Dimensions in mm

M4, M3 and M1 M4 M4 (A804054S01)

Smart seat with washing  Shower toilet with washing function 

and drying function. Round shape.  at water inlet temperature or 37°C. 

Needs power supp yl . Round shape. Needs power supp yl . 

Smart seat with washing  Shower toilet with washing 

and drying function and seat function at water inlet 

temperature adjustment.  temperature. Round shape.

Round shape.  

Needs power supply. 

UV Light Coanda Effect Roca Connect Heated Seat

Air

Front Wash Rear Wash Soft Close



All products comply with the EN1717 regulation
* Avalilable in Heated Seat versions

Functionalities

Rear wash

Front wash with Multi-stream function

Oscillating wash

Water heating

Water temperature control

Water pressure control

Nozzle position adjustment

Drying function

Dryer intensity control

Coanda Effect dryer function

Soft-closing seat and cover

Heated Seat

Remote control

Side control panel

Roca Connect

Customized programs 

User detection 

Night light

Stand-by mode

Self-cleaning nozzle

Automatic nozzle cleaning

Self-cleaning nozzle with UV Light

Removable nozzle tip

Quick release seat

Quick release cover

Antibacterial material

Deodorizer

Descaling

*
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© Roca Sanitario, S.A.U.  Barcelona 2023 
Avda. Diagonal, 513 / 08029  Barcelona - Spain

As part of its product development policy, Roca reserves the right to modify at any time and without prior notice, any of the 

models and elements described in this document; Roca therefore does not guarantee the availability of those products nor 

does it ensure that the specifications, colors, shapes and other reproduced features are identical to the real ones.The displayed 

settings are merely decorative, and no technical requirements have been taken into consideration while composing them.  

Total or partial reproduction of the content of this publication without Roca’s express authorization is prohibited.
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